ABSTRACT Digital twin is a significant way to achieve smart manufacturing, and provides a new paradigm for fault diagnosis. Traditional data-based fault diagnosis methods mostly assume that the training data and test data are following the same distribution and can acquire sufficient data to train a reliable diagnosis model, which is unrealistic in the dynamic changing production process. In this paper, we present a two-phase digital-twin-assisted fault diagnosis method using deep transfer learning (DFDD), which realizes fault diagnosis both in the development and maintenance phases. At first, the potential problems that are not considered at design time can be discovered through front running the ultra-high-fidelity model in the virtual space, while a deep neural network (DNN)-based diagnosis model will be fully trained. In the second phase, the previously trained diagnosis model can be migrated from the virtual space to physical space using deep transfer learning for real-time monitoring and predictive maintenance. This ensures the accuracy of the diagnosis as well as avoids wasting time and knowledge. A case study about fault diagnosis using DFDD in a car body-side production line is presented. The results show the superiority and feasibility of our proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development and application of the new generation of commutation and information technology [1] , smart manufacturing has grown rapidly, and becomes increasingly automatic, digital, and intelligent. Digital twin is no longer a descriptive three dimensional object, it represents physical entities with their functions, behaviors and rules dynamically [2] , [3] . Nowadays, Digital twin is a new paradigm for promoting the development of intelligent manufacturing. It simulates and maps the entire product life cycle through ultra-realistic and dynamically optimized simulation models [4] , thus reducing the cost of design and maintenance, while enhancing the efficiency and quality of manufacturing. The properties of digital twin are hyper realism, computability, controllability, and predictability.
While the manufacturing process becomes increasingly complex and smart, its reliability and security receive more attention. A slight failure occurring during the production may cause irretrievable losses. Therefore, fault diagnosis has always been an important aspect of smart manufacturing [5] . In the era of big data, a variety of advanced technologies and methods are used in fault diagnosis, such as Bayesian networks [6] , deep learning [7] - [9] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] , Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [11] , and so on [12] - [14] , which remarkably enhance the diagnosis accuracy and efficiency. However, most of these intelligent diagnosis methods work well under the following two assumptions: (i) the training data covers comprehensive diagnosis information, (ii) the training and test data have the same feature distribution. However, only a large amount of data under normal conditions are easy to obtain in the practical manufacturing [15] . It is difficult to collect comprehensive and extensive fault data for fully training a diagnosis model. In addition, the production condition is constantly changing, leading to the trained model in the previous phase possibly not being applicable to the current stage. Moreover, retraining the model from scratch requires a lot of time and other computational costs, it is a waste of time and knowledge.
Accordingly, this paper presents a two-phase Digitaltwin-assisted Fault Diagnosis using Deep transfer learning (DFDD), which aims to make fault diagnosis more applicable for increasingly autonomous and complexity manufacturing. The comparison between traditional fault diagnosis methods and DFDD is shown in Table 1 . And to summarize, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The diagnosis period is extended from device running to full life cycle to realize proactive and preventive maintenance. The virtual model could not only tease out potential problems and show the failure evolution visually by front running, but also interact and collaborate with physical entity to realize synchronous monitoring and predictive analysis until the end of life.
• The proposed DFDD addresses the problems of insufficient training data and different data distribution in practical application. The virtual entity could simulate various manufacturing strategies at low cost to train a reliable Deep Neural Network (DNN) based diagnosis model, while Deep Transfer Learning (DTL) performs well in different but related datasets.
• A case study is presented to validate the performance of our proposed method. With comparison between DFDD and traditional DNN-based diagnosis methods, DFDD shows priority both in accuracy and efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, previous studies on digital twin and DTL are introduced. Section III describes the two phases of DFDD in detail. A practical case is studied in Section IV. Finally, Section V summarizes this literature.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, research progress and present status about digital twin and DTL are discussed in detail.
A. DIGITAL-TWIN-ASSISTED FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The concept of digital twin was first presented by Dr. Michael Grieves in 2003 at University of Michigan in the course on Product Lifecycle Management. Digital twin simulates, records and improves the production process from design to retirement, including the content of virtual space, physical space and the interaction between them. In 2017, Grieves and Vickers [16] extended the the study of digital twin to complex system. In their work, the undesirable behaviors could be better understood and thus filtered out with the help of simulating in virtual space. Tao et al. [17] proposed a new digital twin-driven method for product lifecycle management, it solved the problem of data island in product lifecycle and realized the dynamic update and synchronization between virtual product and manufacturing execution process. Zhuang et al. [18] primarily introduced the key technologies in digital twin based shop-floor, and presented a digital twin and big data driven production management and control platform.
In aerospace, Tuegel et al. [19] presented a conceptual model using digital twin to predict the aircraft structural life, and discussed the technical challenges of development and implementation. Glaessgen and Stargel [20] proposed a digital twin paradigm for air force vehicles. It integrated information from health management system, maintenance history and all fleet data to mirror the life of its flying twin to achieve high security and reliability.
With the development of sensor, communication and computation technologies, digital twin-based manufacturing has been attracted more and more scholars' attention. It is an ultra-high fidelity virtual model that simulates, mirrors, predicts and improves the life of its physical entity. However, the current studies pay more attention to digital twin based conceptual models and key technologies. They have always regarded the digital twin based fault diagnosis as a small part of manufacturing. Few of them have researched fault diagnosis more specifically, such as its framework, mechanism, and algorithm.
B. DEEP TRANSFER LEARNING
DNNs have been paid attention to fault diagnosis since they can discover intricate structure and extract high-level features from massive data [21] . Many studies have taken advantage of DNN for mechanical health monitoring [22] - [28] . However, the performance of DNN is directly related to the quantity and quality of data. On the one hand, it often performs well when training data and test data follow the same distribution. But the performance will degrade sharply as distribution changes. On the other hand, DNN can function well when trained by comprehensive and balanced dataset. But it is difficult to obtain sufficient fault data for training diagnosis model as the equipment is often in a healthy state.
Therefore, the problems of different data distribution and insufficient training data faced by DNN cannot be ignored. DTL can deal with these situations. It extracts knowledge from one or more source domains for using in a related, but different target domain [29] , [30] . The generality and particularity of each layer for transferring features are explored in [31] . VOLUME 7, 2019 As for the DTL used in fault diagnosis, Han et al. [32] presented a convolutional neural network with joint distribution adaptation, this method leveraged the features learnt from huge labeled dataset to improve diagnosis performance in a new but different unlabeled dataset. Wen et al. [33] proposed a supervised DTL based on auto-encoder, they demonstrated the superior diagnosis accuracy of proposed method by comparing with other algorithms. Lu et al. [34] introduced a deep neural network with domain adaption for fault diagnosis, and they also proposed exploring strategies for optimal hyper parameters. Cao et al. [35] proposed a deep convolutional neural network-based transfer learning, they used massive image data from ImageNet to pre-train the deep neural network, and then only a small amount of training data is required for gear fault diagnosis. Besides, Zhang et al. [36] presented a transfer learning approach for bearing fault diagnosis with neural networks, they used shallow structure rather than deep neural network to tackle the same issues as DTL.
In general, the applications of DTL in fault diagnosis mainly address the shortcoming of traditional methods, which assume that the training data and test data should be in the same distribution. The issue of limited training data has also been concerned. The massive datasets are used to pretrain an original diagnosis model, and then small amounts of data are used to fine tune the model. However, none of them considered the digital twin, which is fully consistent with its corresponding physical entity and can produce a significant amount of fault data without causing damage to equipment. Therefore, this paper proposes a digital-twinassisted fault diagnosis using DTL. It combines the advantages of both DTL and digital twin technology, and ultimately realizes real-time monitoring, agile responding, and proactive maintenance.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
This section introduces the framework, implementation steps, and algorithm used in DFDD.
A. FRAMEWORK OF DFDD
Along with the development of advanced technologies, such as augmented reality [37] , virtual reality [38] , cloud computing and so on, the concept and development of digital twin become more clear and specific [39] . The application of digital twin transforms the fault diagnosis pattern from purely data analysis to an immersed experience. Digital twin includes the virtual space, physical space and the interaction between the two. The virtual model mimics its physical entity in terms of geometry, behaviors, and rules, it can reflect, predict and verify the performance of physical entity. And in the physical space, the physical entity will be constructed according to the tested design scheme. The comprehensive operation information would be collected and transferred to virtual space in real time. The interaction and connection between these two spaces ensure the time-effectiveness of virtual model and the efficient operation of physical entity.
The framework of our proposed diagnosis method is shown in Fig. 1 . The procedure of DFDD is generally divided into two phases and described as follows. At first, in the intelligent development phase, engineers would construct a virtual model with virtual design and manufacturing platform (e.g., provided by PTC [40] , SIEMENS [41] and GE [42] ), according to manufacturing features, processes, resources, standards and etc. And then, the design scheme will be tested, validated, and optimized in virtual space. The appropriate repairs and redesigns can be implemented once the abnormal behaviors are discovered before trial out. Meanwhile, the fault diagnosis model embedded in the digital twin makes full use of the simulation data to improve its performance and thus to form a good foundation for actual failure prediction.
After the performance of virtual entity achieves a satisfactory level, our proposed DFDD will enter the second phase. The physical entity will be constructed and connected to its corresponding virtual counterpart, meanwhile, DTL is used to form a diagnosis model by transferring the knowledge learned from previous phase. In traditional data-driven fault diagnosis, it should be noted that insufficient training data produced at the beginning of manufacturing will directly affect the diagnosis capacity. Our proposed DFDD is designed to address this problem. It can not only accurately forecast the evolution of performance in the early phase of actual manufacturing, but also rapidly adapt to new working conditions. Thus, the physical and virtual entities will coordinate and cooperate with each other and achieve comprehensive protection and diagnosis. The implementation will be detailed in the following parts.
B. POTENTIAL FAILURE ANALYSIS IN THE INTELLIGENT DEVELOPMENT PHASE
In this phase, the high-fidelity dynamic virtual model is built in virtual space according to the design scheme to map the physical entity. It aims to explore potential failures and prevent them by simulating production under different parameters that cannot yet be experienced in the real world. During simulation, the variety and quantity of data would be produced, stored and processed. An unsupervised deep learning method is used in this phase to extract representative features without prior knowledge from the massive unlabeled simulation data.
Autoencoder (AE) is an unsupervised neural network consisting of three layers. The hidden layer tries to learn the remarkable features from input layer by a nonlinear encoder function, and then the output layer uses the nonlinear decoder function to recover the input from the hidden layer. It tries to minimize the reconstruction error to make the output similar to input [43] . Sparse autoencoder (SAE) imposes the sparsity constraint on AE to make most of the hidden units be inactive. It could learn a compressed representation of input, even the number of hidden units is larger than input nodes [44] . Stacked Sparse Autoencoder (SSAE) is a deep neural network consisting of multiple SAEs, in which the features extracted by the previous SAE is the input of the successive one. The feature expression ability of the network will be enhanced after multiple layers of non-linear superposition. The structure of SSAE is shown in Fig. 2 .
SSAE is trained in a greedy layer-wise way, in which just one hidden layer is trained at each time and the parameters trained at each layer initialize its corresponding layer value in the entire network. The input dataset is denoted as
), it comes from virtual space.n v is the sample number of virtual space. (W 1 , b 1 ) are the parameters of the first encoder network and (W 1 , b 1 ) are the first decoder network parameters. The outputs of the encoder network and decoder network of first hidden layer are shown in (1) and (2) .
where The extracted features are used as the input to the next SAE, and simultaneously, the parameters of the previous layers will be fixed. The parameter set of every layer is learned in sequence by minimizing the loss function, shown in (3).
where L(·) is the reconstruction error penalty, indicating the difference between input x and outputx. KL(·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence to make most of the neurons in hidden layer inhibitory. The term ρ is a sparsity parameter, which is close to zero. The term ρ k is the average activation of the hidden unit. To constrain most of the neurons in hidden layer to be inactive, ρ k is expected to be close to ρ. And if ρ = ρ k, then KL (ρ ρ k ) = 0, otherwise KL divergence will increase as ρ k deviates from ρ. The last term, R(·), is the weight decay, which helps prevent overfitting. β and µ are the weight of the sparsity penalty term and the weight decay term, respectively. After training the N hidden layers, a softmax classifier is implemented in the next step. The softmax classifier can estimate the probability of each label. Given a labeled dataset {( . Finally, fine tuning is done to update all the weights in the DNN model. It treats SSAE as a whole and can greatly enhance the performance of SSAE. Thus, a diagnosis model that accumulates abundant knowledge from the virtual space is completely established. It automatically extracts features layer-by-layer without expert experience and has high performance on fault classification and prediction. Although the massive simulation data in virtual space provide a solid foundation for deep learning, the performance of SSAE may decrease dramatically when used in working conditions that have never been simulated before. The deep learning model is only applicable in an invariant data distribution, therefore an improved method is presented to remedy this limitation in the next section.
C. FAULT PROGNOSIS IN PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE PHASE
Despite the design defects are planned to be precluded in the development phase, it's still possible for a breakdown to occur due to aging components, environmental influences, improper operations, and so on. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor and predict failures in production process. As described in the previous section, deep learning is a great way to hierarchically extract features and predict the status of manufacturing. However, the physical entity only produces a limited amount of data for DNN when it initially runs or the operational environment changes. The performance of the model will be seriously affected.
Transfer learning provides an effective way of performing a task that the model trained in a source domain will be used in a different but related target domain [29] . DTL combines advantages of both deep learning and transfer learning. It trains the deep model to extract high-level representations in the source domain where there is a huge amount of data available, and then transfer it to the target domain which has different data distributions [45] - [47] . It leverages shared knowledge and avoids catastrophic forgetting, ultimately, results in better performance in feature extraction than training the model with target data directly. Therefore, in the phase of proactive maintenance, DTL can transfer fault information from the simulation data in the virtual space to the physical space. A small quantity of monitoring data from physical entity can improve the model regardless of whether there are different feature distributions.
The structure of DFDD is shown in Fig. 3 . It is different from SSAE in that an adaption layer is presented between the feature extraction layer and the classification layer. The adaption layer can minimize the distribution distance between the source domain and the target domain, thus enable the network to obtain a strong classifier. The classifier trained in the source domain can be appropriately applied to the target domain, and the overfitting problem of only training in source domain is resolved. The labeled dataset from both the virtual space and the physical space is given as (X L , Y), where X L is the labeled data vector, and Y is its associated label vector. The loss function of DTL is as follow:
where L C (·) is the classification loss for labeled data, representing the performance of classification.
is the real-time monitoring dataset from the physical space, n p is the sample number of physical space. The Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [48] is to estimate the discrepancy of distributions between the source domain and the target domain. η controls the effective degree of MMD, it determines the level of domain confusion. The distance between the virtual space data and the physical space can be computed as follows:
where φ (·) is a nonlinear feature mapping function and H is universal Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS). MMD will asymptotically approach zero only if the two domains follow the same distribution as P(φ(X V )) ≈ P(φ(X P )). The working steps of the proposed DFDD are given in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
This section presents a case study about digital-twin-assisted fault diagnosis in a car body-side production line. It serves as an illustration of our proposed DFDD.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
The digital shop floor, which includes the structure, characteristics, behaviors and rules of its physical shop floor, is established by Process Designer & Process Simulate (PDPS) [41] . It connects with physical shop floor through programmable logic controller (PLC) to realize interconnection and interaction. The experimental data are collected from a Process Visibility System (PVS) based on ENVISION [49] . PVS retrieves the operation data from PLC without installing sensors, which acts as a data center to converge data from both physical and digital shop floor and explores the information behind them. The architecture of PVS is shown in Fig. 4 . Update the parameters according to the objective function (4).
Step 8: Obtain the diagnosis model to monitor and predict the health state in physical space. Output the prediction labels on X P .
Inspired by the electrocardiogram of human beings, PVS creates proactive and accountable solutions in the concept of ''Device Electrocardiogram (DEKG)''. DEKG can reveal the evolution of degeneration more intuitively and accurately. It displays each action time of a cycle using Gantt charts. The color bars in green, yellow, orange and red indicate the status of good, watch, warning and fault, respectively, according to the predefined baseline and tolerances. When the result is good, it indicates the normal operation of equipment. When the result is in the watch state, a failure may occur in some time at a certain probability, and it is necessary to pay attention to its development. Warning means that a failure may occur at a future time with a high probability, and it is necessary to perform maintenance and fix the corresponding equipment instantly. A fault in red means there is a breakdown.
The digital shop floor will be constructed by PDPS in the intelligent development phase at first, designers can create various manufacturing scenarios to find out design defects or other potential problems before actual production. After the performance of virtual entity achieves a desired level, the physical shop floor would be built and run formally. In both the virtual and physical space, the operation conditions are monitored and recorded in PVS by the way of DEKG. The diagnosis models in PVS are trained by data samples gathered from both simulation DEKG and manufacturing DEKG. Table 2 shows the number of data samples selected from the digital and physical shop floor in different states. In actual manufacturing process, equipment is scarce to breakdown to produce the fault data. However, in a virtual space, it is simple to obtain simulation data under different states by adjusting parameters or creating vivid simulation scenarios. Therefore, the number of samples in the digital shop floor in each category are balanced, and the dataset in physical shop floor is unbalanced, which means that most samples are in good condition, and only a small percentage will be in poor health or a fault condition. This is in consistent with practice. For simplicity, the data sample in digital shop floor is called Virtual Data (VD), and the total number of VD is 4,000, which are picked from a huge-volume database of PVS. The training sample collected from physical shop floor is called Physical Training Data (PTRD), the number of PTRD is 2,800. The testing data are the actual operation data in physical shop floor consisting of 978 samples, called Physical Testing Data (PTED). PTRD and PTED are produced over a period of operation in physical shop floor and collected from PLC by PVS. Each sample of VD, PTRD, and PTED contains 196 data points representing that the chosen subprocess of production convers 196 movements, including loading, closing clamps, pushing button, welding, opening jigs, moving out and so forth. In addition, to investigate the performance of DTL in changing working conditions, VD is captured six months earlier than data in the physical shop floor, which has some different operating parameters. These changing parameters lead to the change on the operation time of a cycle, ultimately, made a difference on data distribution.
According to the data dimension and test results, a five-layer DNN diagnosis model based on SSAE is first constructed in a digital shop floor. As shown in Table 3 , some experiments are proposed to demonstrate the appropriate structure of the diagnosis model (the experiment platform is a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700 CPU, 3.6 GHZ and 16G RAM). The neuron number of input layer is determined by the number of input samples, and the neuron number of output layer is equal to the classification layer, they are determined by the number of labels, which are health conditions in this paper. The number of hidden layer and the neuron number in each hidden layer are related to the dimension of experimental data. For performance and efficiency reasons, 196-49-16-4-4 is selected as the structure of diagnosis model. In physical shop floor, the parameters of pre-trained SSAE are transferred to DTL. Different from DNN model trained in digital shop floor, in DTL, an adaption layer is added between the second hidden layer and classification layer, which indicates the function of distance measurement.
To compare the performance between DFDD and DNN, three training data groups are developed. As shown in Table 4 , Group 1 contains VD and PTRD, Group 2 contains only PTRD, and Group 3 contains only VD. The testing data of all three groups is PTED, serving as verification for all the trained models. DFDD indicates the proposed method, which is initially trained in virtual space and then transferred to physical space by using data in Group 1. While DNNP method uses the SSAE based DNN model only trained by data in Group 2, which tests the performance of diagnosis model trained in unbalanced dataset. And DNNV method uses the SSAE based DNN model trained by data in Group 3 to evaluate the performance of the model which is trained in one condition and applied in another different condition.
B. RESULTS ANALYSIS
To explain the experiment more intuitively, a line chart, confusion matrices, and scatter plots are employed to represent the results from the different aspects. Fig. 5 shows the diagnosis accuracy of proposed DFDD and DNN trained by different data samples. All trails of DFDD can achieve an accuracy greater than 95%, and the average accuracy is 97.96%. As for the diagnosis accuracy of DNNV trained only in VD, the highest accuracy is just 74.74%, and the average accuracy is 67.59%. For DNNP, the accuracy of all trials can achieve higher than 90%, and the average accuracy is 91.54%. These results demonstrate that the proposed DFDD is more robust and accurate in distinguishing the states of the device, and also show that different data distributions and insufficient data sample will affect the performance of DNNV and DNNP. Especially the diagnosis accuracy of DNNV is seriously affected by the changing working condition between VD and PTED.
For further investigation of the detailed diagnosis results, the results of the sixth experimental group, which are close to the average accuracy, are used to form confusion matrices and scatter plots. The confusion matrices of the three groups are presented in Fig. 6 . The horizontal axis is the label corresponding to the actual status, and vertical axis is the predicted label. Fig. 6(a) represents the confusion matrix of DFDD, all the states in good are identified properly. Almost all the watch, warning, and fault states are recognized correctly, and the misclassification rates of them are merely 3.03%, 5.83%, and 3.33%, respectively. None of the unhealthy conditions are mistaken as a good status. However, from Fig. 6(b) of DNNV, although all the good states can be identified accurately, it is attributed to the healthy condition occupying a large proportion whether in the training or testing dataset. For the label of watch, only 6.06% are classified correctly. Moreover, for the condition of warning, watch, and fault, some of them are recognized as good, and none of fault conditions are classified properly. Regarding Fig. 6(c) of DNNP, because the training data are insufficient and unbalanced, the DNN model can not be fully trained. Though the results are better than DNNV, the misclassification rate reaches 40.83% in warning condition and 55% in fault condition. It is notable that the potential risk could not be detected. Even when a breakdown occurs, the diagnosis model still estimates it as good, which is dangerous in actual manufacturing process.
The scatter plots of the learned features in DFDD and DNN are shown in Fig. 7 . Since the learned features are in high dimension, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is implemented to reduce the dimension to 3-D. It can be observed from Fig. 7(a) that the learned features of the four types are clustered well in each class and most features of different health conditions are separated. This reveals that the proposed method could learn features adequately in different working conditions. In Fig. 7(b) and 7(c) , although the good states are concentrated in a certain area, other health conditions are not separated well and overlapped each other, which is in accordance with the confusion matrices.
C. DISCUSSIONS
In the case study, three groups of experiments are conducted: DFDD, DNNV, and DNNP. DFDD achieves a diagnosis accuracy of 97.96%, which outperforms the other two DNN methods.
Under the assumption that the training data and testing data follow the same distribution and the number of training sample with different labels are basically balanced, DNN-based fault diagnosis achieves almost perfect performance as validated by previous works in [13] , [50] , and [51] . It is acknowledged that when training data is sufficient, DNN based correlation methods would perform excellently. When the training data do not cover the balanced sample number, as in DNNP, or do not have same feature distribution between the training data and test data as in DNNV, it is better to use DTL to transfer knowledge from the related domain. Fault diagnosis requires high accuracy and effectiveness, which means that whenever working conditions change, or data deficiencies occur, the diagnosis model should predict the trend of production as precisely as possible. DFDD satisfies the requirements of proactive and flexible diagnosis when a digital twin is available.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Fault diagnosis is currently undergoing a profound transformation from remedying after failure occurs to predicting it when decay trends emerge. More and more advanced technologies are presented to make monitoring and health management proactive, reliable, and economical. In this paper, a two-phase DFDD was proposed to enhance fault diagnosis to be more transparent, flexible, and efficient.
DFDD simulates failure evolution and recovery in an abstract and visualized manner. It deals well with the situations: (1) insufficient training data at the beginning of manufacturing, (2) different data distributions in changing working conditions. Moreover, it extends the diagnosis service cycle from manufacturing process to the entire product lifecycle. As in the development phase, the virtual entity aims to find out and repair potential design defects as well as obtain a well-trained diagnosis model. Then, in the phase of operation and maintenance, the learned knowledge from the simulation is transferred from the virtual space to the physical space without training the model from scratch. Through the dual fault diagnosis in virtual space and physical space, the risk of accidental breakdown is greatly reduced, making smart manufacturing sustainable, reliable, and efficient.
